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EIR’s Peru Office
Burglarized: Investigate
Goldsmith Networks
The following is a press released issued by EIRNS on April
16, after the latest of several break-ins to EIR’s Lima, Peru
bureau. For more details on the terror tactics used during the
recent election period, against supporters of the war on drugs
and terrorism of the former Fujimori government, see EIR,
April 20, 2001. EIR had just published, in its April 13 issue,
an exposé of the financial and oligarchical backers of the
growing anarchist-fascist movements threatening to split
apart the nations of Ibero-America.
On Friday, April 13, Executive Intelligence Review’s office
in Lima, Peru was burglarized, and two desktop computers
were stolen. Despite the fact that other valuable electronic
equipment was in full view, none of this was taken, although
the thieves did rifle through documents on desks and in files.
The burglars evidently were operating on instructions to
gather information, of the sort often found on computer hard
drives, possibly related to subscribers to EIR News Service’s
publications and other lists of supporters of the policies of
EIR Founding Editor, U.S. 2004 Presidential pre-candidate
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
The circumstances surrounding the break-in are highly
suspicious, and point to a politically motivated attack. There
is a police station less than 50 meters from the EIR office, and
there are police and security guards in the vicinity 24 hours a
day. When EIR’s Lima bureau chief filed a formal complaint
with the relevant Peruvian authorities, he was told by detectives that the operation seemed very professional, that it had
to have involved at least four or five people, and that it was
“very strange.”

dismantle the successes of the Fujimori government and the
Armed Forces in defeating drugs and terrorism in Peru.
“Moreover, this witch-hunt is part of a destabilization
of the whole continent, being run by the networks of Teddy
Goldsmith, the French-British financier of radical environmentalist terrorist groups around the globe, and which has
the backing of the U.S. State Department and the bankers’
think-tank, the Inter-American Dialogue.
“Goldsmith is already working with drug-runners in the
Colombian FARC and Mexico’s Zapatista narco-terrorists,”
the EIRNS spokesman elaborated. “He was the éminence
grise behind the January 2001 Pôrto Alegre meeting of the
World Social Forum, which pulled together a network of
like-minded groups continentally. These forces include the
São Paulo Forum, whose pro-drugs and -terrorism outlook
is shared by the current Peruvian government.”

Is Bush Aiding Anti-U.S. Terror?
“Now these same international networks have targetted
the April 20-22 Summit of the Americas in Quebec City,
Canada, and are planning some 90 events in 75 U.S. cities in
support of ‘direct action’ and possibly hard-core terrorism.
Has the Bush Administration registered the fact that the very
narco-terrorist networks which the State Department is backing in Ibero-America, are now directly threatening the security of the U.S. as well?” he asked.
“We know this gang well, and we have declared political
war on them,” the EIRNS spokesman explained. “In the April
13 issue of EIR magazine, and the forthcoming edition of the
Spanish-language Resumen Ejecutivo de EIR, we published
a 35-page package fully exposing this network, and how they
have launched fascist Jacobin movements across the Americas on behalf of their financial oligarchic controllers. Venezuela’s President Hugo Chávez is the visible political pointman of this continental apparatus, which includes the drugrunning FARC cartel. Brazil is the ultimate prize of their
destabilization efforts, in order to fully open it up to looting
and to supranational seizure of its raw material wealth.
“The Lima break-in only confirms that the Goldsmith
gang is stung,” the EIRNS spokesman concluded, “and it
appears that they have deployed their Peruvian pro-drug allies
in a transparent effort at political intimidation.”

Goldsmith Retaliation for Exposé
A spokesman for EIRNS said that such a blundering
“dirty trick” operation hardly comes as a surprise, and will
likely backfire against those who ordered it to be carried out.
“There is an ongoing witch-hunt being carried out against
all nationalist forces in Peru, by foreign-run elements in
the current government who are open advocates of drug
legalization, such as Justice Minister Diego Garcı́a Sayán,
an errand boy for mega-speculator and drug legalizer George
Soros, et al. EIR has played a prominent role in exposing
this witch-hunt for what it is: a thinly disguised effort to
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